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MOBILIZE LAUNCHES MOBILIZE DRIVER SOLUTIONS: AN ALLINCLUSIVE OFFER FOR RIDE-HAILING PROFESSIONALS

•
•

Mobilize's new offer makes life easier for taxi drivers and chauffeurs and helps them
to switch to clean mobility.
Mobilize Driver Solutions combines a reliable and comfortable work tool - the 100%
electric Mobilize Limo sedan - with a full range of services for professional drivers and
fleet operators.

In just a few minutes, taxi and private hire vehicle (PHV) drivers can subscribe to Mobilize
Driver Solutions' all-inclusive package directly online. The monthly subscription with no
deposit gives access to
- A 100% electric saloon car with a manufacturer warranty covering the vehicle for the
duration of the contract, up to 300,000 km or 6 years
- Maintenance covering labour and parts including wear parts such as tyres
- Priority access to an assigned garage
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Mobilize Business Pass and Mobilize Power Solutions app to pay at more than
250,000 charging points across Europe
24/7 roadside assistance
Property and Casualty insurance for transport of persons including repairs and
towing.

The "all-inclusive" deal gives drivers full control over their budget and simplifies their
procedures by having a single contact person for all the services. The offer is available for
different durations and mileage.
"Mobilize Driver Solutions is Mobilize's first service offering around Limo, which becomes a
service platform. It is designed to make life easier for drivers and operators, a great comfort
for their customers, and I am extremely proud of this first realization of our 'vehicle-as-aservice' model. With this complete offer, Mobilize facilitates the shift to clean, accessible and
sustainable mobility”, said Clotilde Delbos, CEO of Mobilize.

Mobilize Limo: elegance, roominess and comfort for drivers and their customers
Thanks to its all-electric powertrain, Limo is not subject to any access restrictions in city
centres, and the driver and all the passengers can therefore enjoy all the advantages of
electric mobility: silence, responsiveness, and smoothness. Limo offers a safe and seamless
driving experience, enhanced by a full range of driving aids. Its range of 450 km WLTP is
enough to cover the daily journeys of ride-hailing professionals. It can recover up to 250 km
of range in just 40 minutes thanks to its DC charger, fitted at standard on Limo.
Several vehicle features can be updated remotely via FOTA (Firmware-Over-The-Air). For
fleet operators, real-time access to vehicle data facilitates their fleet management activities.
For passengers, the sedan offers generous and rewarding space that will satisfy even the
most demanding customers. The boot has a capacity of 500 litres, unencumbered by the
spare wheel fitted as standard under the car.
A first fleet of 40 vehicles in Madrid
Mobilize has signed its first Mobilize Driver Solutions contract with Cabify in Madrid. The
agreement between Mobilize and Cabify covers the integration of forty Mobilize Limo into
the fleet of Vecttor, a subsidiary of the Cabify group in Madrid. These vehicles will be included
in the Cabify Eco category, which is already available to corporate customers who travel
exclusively in electric cars. They will also be made available to private users of other Cabify
categories.
Mobilize Driver Solutions will be available in Paris this autumn, before expanding to other
cities in Europe in the coming months.
Download the press release “Cabify”
Download the press kit “Mobilize Driver Solution”
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About Mobilize
Mobilize, the Renault Group brand dedicated to new mobility, offers a wide range of services around the vehicle
thanks to an integrated technological platform: financing, insurance, payments, energy, maintenance and
refurbishing. Built around open ecosystems, Mobilize encourages a sustainable energy transition, in line with
Renault Group's goal of achieving carbon neutrality in Europe by 2040, and its ambition to develop the value from
the circular economy.
For more information, visit mobilize.com or follow Mobilize on Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.
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